Eclectic Module

or citation module. An Idea.

A Module which displays third party content (from other (local)pages or tiki sites) and copies those content to local db for future reference and consistency. The citation will be displayed in line within the current article/page. Similar to include but when (double)clicking on the citation the complete original content will be displayed. Some additional author information, URL and date will added to the citation as either footnote ore info-link.

Through the invention of the tag {AUTHOR} which is used for the Author Accounting (available from V. 6.0) this feature will be started.

Use case: scientific/academic publications need extensive support for citations + the ability to proof their sources and to access the citation. Even if the original source isn't available anymore ore URL moved the citation must stay persistent.

Related work: Blog Revamp by incorporating Zend_Service_Linkback, which also could be used to exchange the citation relations when not only looking at Blogs.

See also

- Plugin Snarf